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Abstract

Signage & Sense of Place:
Preservation of the Experience of Historic Illuminated Signage

Amanda Kay Carpenter, MSHP
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Co-Supervisors: Monica M. Penick and Michael Holleran

The purpose of this thesis is to raise awareness about the contribution historic
signs make to the experience of a place. Illuminated signage has played a key role in the
development of the American landscape. The relationship between illuminated signage
and sense of place is complex. Because of the ephemeral nature of signs and the public
perception of them as advertising tools, the preservation community frequently overlooks
signs. By examining three case studies, this thesis presents three different approaches to
the preservation of illuminated signage.
The first case study is the 2002 New Mexico Route 66 Neon Sign Restoration
Project. This case uses Route 66 to examine the preservation of original material in
original location. The second case study is the 2002 Amendment to the New York City
Zoning Regulations, which mandates signage saturation in Times Square. This case
examines the preservation of the experience of Times Square by protecting the historical
use of innovative signage. The third case study is the 1996 installation of restored
illuminated signs by the Neon Museum in Las Vegas at the Fremont Street Experience.
vi

This case examines the collections approach to preserving original Las Vegas illuminated
signs in an outdoor museum setting as public works of art.
While these three case studies evaluate iconic locations, the lessons are broadly
applicable. The preservation approaches outlined here illustrate that every situation is
unique and requires a full analysis of the context of the sign. Preservationists should
evaluate signage within their local communities by examining the artistry and materiality
of the signs. However, it is equally important to evaluate the overall community context
of the signs. In order to preserve the experience of historic illuminated signage, it is
imperative that preservationists and the general public understand that there are numerous
approaches to safeguarding these works and that the time to take action is now.
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Fig. 1: Takhoma-burger
Wichita, Kansas, March 2010
Photo by author
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Preface

Wichita, Kansas – summer 1952
It’s hot and the Wichita Indians’ game at Lawrence-Dumont Stadium just let out.
The Takhoma-burger on west Maple is crowded. With just four stools at the counter, the
line snakes out the door and down the sidewalk. The smell of burgers and fries fills the
air as two young boys are eagerly hanging out the back window of a ’49 Ford waiting for
their Dad to bring out the greasy paper sack. A breeze rustles the leaves on the trees.
Looking up, the younger boy stares at the smiling steel waitress in blue waving from her
perch above the little burger joint (Fig.1).
That young boy is my father and he’s telling me this story during a conversation
about historic signs. He tells me that every time he drives down Maple and passes the
dilapidated little building, he smiles because the waitress is still up there and it reminds
him of his Dad and those lazy summer days. It’s March of 2010 and my father has just
had surgery so we can’t go over to see the sign but I snap a few shots on an overcast day
on my way out of town. When I come back in the summer, we head over and find that
we’re too late. The waitress is gone and the little building has a for sale sign in the
window. My father is shocked and first sad and then angry. How did this happen? How
did nobody know that this was happening? Where is the sign now?
We talk to the neighbors who tell us that the owner passed away but they don’t
know what has happened to the sign. They think it might have been stolen. Calls to the
local preservation office lead nowhere; there is no file on the building or the sign because
2

they were never deemed historically significant. And maybe it isn’t, but it was one of the
few buildings in the area that spoke directly to that era. Wichita is the birthplace of three
famous eateries: Pizza Hut; White Castle; and Nu-Way. The original Pizza Hut building
has been relocated and now stands on the Wichita State University campus and is used as
a meeting place. The original White Castle was torn down and its location is now a
parking lot. Of the three, only the Nu-Way building remains. A local landmark, it’s still
open for business and its neon sign still glows brightly on Douglas Avenue.

The

Takhoma-burger didn’t spawn a region-wide or nation-wide chain but it is representative
of the small burger stands that were so prevalent in the early 50’s that have slowly
disappeared over time. And on a stretch of West Maple, that sign stood out from the
trees and added a unique character to an otherwise ordinary road. For my father, that sign
was a tangible reminder of his youth, an emotional souvenir that catapulted him for a
short while back into that ’49 Ford waiting for Dad to bring out a special game-day treat.

3

CHAPTER 1:
Introduction

This thesis is intended to raise awareness about the contribution that signage
makes to the experience of a place and to encourage communities to take action to protect
historic illuminated signs. By exploring three iconic signage locations within the United
States, this thesis offers different approaches to the preservation of signage and the
relationship between signage and sense of place.
The first case study is a look at a sign restoration project performed along the
New Mexico portion of historic Route 66 in 2002. This project represents a traditional
approach to the preservation of original historic material in its original location. The
New Mexico Route 66 Neon Sign Restoration Project was made possible in part by a
grant from the National Parks Service and the adherence to the guidelines established by
the Secretary of the Interior highlight the importance of authenticity to the experience of
Route 66.
The second case study is an exploration of the evolution of signage in the Times
Square district of New York City. Times Square has always been a place for innovation
in signage, unfortunately, urban decay within the area in the 1970s and 1980s led to civic
improvement proposals that threatened the signs and the experience of Times Square.
Ultimately, public outcry led to new zoning regulations designed to maintain the degree
of signage saturation so closely associated with the area. This approach preserves the
4

historic sense of place associated with Times Square.

By not emphasizing the

preservation of original material, the area is allowed to maintain its historic use as an
incubator for signage innovation.
The third case study looks at the Fremont Street area in Las Vegas, Nevada. By
exploring the work of the Neon Museum, established in 1996, this case study illustrates
the “collections” approach to preservation. By focusing on the individual signs as public
works of art, this approach does not rely on original location to contribute to the
experience of the sign.
The objective of this thesis is to look at the treatment of signage in iconic
locations and encourage preservationists to take a new look at historic signage within
their own communities. By looking at these case studies, I hope to illustrate that there are
numerous approaches that can be employed to raise awareness and prolong the life of
historic signs. First, however, we need to look at signage and its relationship to sense of
place.

5

CHAPTER 2:
Signage & Sense of Place

About Signage
Signage, at its most elemental, is a way for people to communicate information
and ideas. Today the modern landscape is filled with signs. Signs that tell us where we
are, where we are going, where we should be, what we should be doing, what we
shouldn’t be doing and even what we should be wearing while we are doing whatever it
is we are doing. In short, signs are everywhere. From traffic signals to billboards,
spectaculars to street signs, signs are so prolific that they are often overlooked as
contributing elements in the creation of a sense of place. For the purpose of this study, I
will focus on illuminated signage. The advent of electricity in America reshaped the
night landscape.

The combination of street lighting, window display lighting,

floodlighting of buildings, individual illuminated shop signs, and the large-scale signs
found in urban areas developed over a relatively short period of time.1 Today, this
cacophony of light is a natural part of the environment; the juxtaposition of capitalism
and innovation that is illuminated signage fades into the background. When these signs
are considered, generally as a collective, it is often by planners looking to “clean up
cities” by enacting sign regulations with height and materials restrictions. When this
happens, a great amount of historic material and local character is lost. Illuminated
6

signage can be more than just a means of conveying information; many of these signs
have a degree of craftsmanship that brings them into the realm of art.
Illuminated signage began with gas lighting, and started with the great American
showman P.T. Barnum whose museum was advertised by a gas-lit display as early as
1840.2 Gas lighting remained in use until the incandescent bulb came on the scene in
1879. This time the first recorded use in a sign was in London during the International
Electrical Exposition in 1881. It spelled out “EDISON” and signaled to the world that
the Americans saw the light bulb as something more than a tool to aid with visibility.3
Americans saw the light bulb as a new material for signs.
Nine years later, the first electric spectacular was erected in New York City at
Broadway and Twenty-third Street.

The advertising industry term “spectacular” is

defined as a “large permanent sign individualized with special lighting and action effects,
usually more than average length, used by an advertiser for a one-time promotion.”4 This
first spectacular was an advertisement for Manhattan Beach and used different colors and
blinking effects to attract attention (Fig. 2).5 Electric signs took off. By 1906, there were
75,000 electric signs in the United States.6 H.J. Heinz installed a flashing pickle at the
corner of Broadway and Forty-seventh Street.7

Anheiser-Busch installed an eagle

flapping its wings on the roof of the Hermitage Hotel; a sign that so impressed the King
of Siam that he ordered one just like it for Bangkok8.

7

Fig. 2: The First Electric Spectacular, 1895
Photo courtesy of Artkraft Strauss Archive
Neon gas was first discovered in 1898, however it wasn’t until 1910 that the neon
discharge tube was perfected and Frenchmen Georges Claude and Count J. De Beaufort
created the first commercial neon signs in Paris. The first recorded neon sign in the
United States is Earl Anthony’s purchase of two signs from Paris for Packard Agency in
Los Angeles. Each sign consisted of one word: “Packard.” The use of neon grew and by
1924 there were approximately 150,000 electric signs in the US.9
The biggest drawback to the use of neon in signage was its color limitations.
Neon, when stimulated by an electric charge glows red. Combining a drop of mercury
will cause the neon to glow a bright blue. Changing the color of the glass housing tube
can alter the color but there are still some colors that can’t be produced. In 1933, German
inventor Edmund Germer developed the fluorescent tube. Claude’s company in France
8

acquired the rights to manufacture these tubes and they quickly began to appear in
commercial signs. The 1936 Wrighley’s Spearmint Time Square aquarium display was
the largest spectacular in the world at eight stories high and a full block in length. The
display featured neon waves and bubble blowing fish surrounding the company’s
trademark Spearman (Fig. 3).10 The Second World War put a halt to the production of
commercial signs, but the post war consumer boom reignited the nation’s love affair with
neon and fluorescent lights and they flourished.
The next big innovation in signs came with the advent of the age of plastics in the
years immediately following World War II. Innovations in the use of plastic, most
commonly acrylics, resulted in changes to the design, fabrication and illumination of
signs. While plastics allowed for a wide variety of shapes and colors, one of the biggest
side effects of their popularity has been the replacement of intricate neon signs with more
cost-efficient plastic signs.11
Illuminated signage has evolved over time and for many businesses, the sign is
just another marketing tool to be discarded when its usefulness has run out. There is
however a beauty in the old illuminated signs and where they remain, they can play a
very powerful role in creating a sense of place.

9

Fig. 3: Wrigley Sign, Times Square, New York, ca. 1936
Postcard, author’s collection
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Sense of Place
What is a sense of place? Is it the result of habit or custom as suggested by J.B.
Jackson? If, as he suggests, it is a sense of belonging, of feeling at home that develops
over time then he leaves no room for that immediate emotional connection felt upon the
first visit to a new place.12 How the elements within a landscape combine to form an
emotional souvenir that we take with us when we leave can be felt immediately. For
Jackson, the emotional connection is tied to a remembered event or series of repetitive
events tied to a shared experience. Again, this takes the sense of place away from the
physical location and embeds it within the emotional reaction of the observer. While the
emotions do matter, we can’t ignore the impact of the physical environment. While any
visitor to a location brings with him the full breadth of his life experiences, the tangible
elements in the location serve as catalysts to create his very own sense of place.
Yi-Fu Tuan, a cultural geographer, believes that we are a “symbol-making human
species” and that an object or place becomes truly real to us only when we have
experienced it fully, using all of our senses as well as both the conscious and
subconscious mind.13 He does not believe that this necessitates longtime familiarity with
a place. We can spend years in a neighborhood and never fully experience it or connect
with it. However, our relationship with symbols allows us to comprehend large-scale
areas that we could never hope to fully experience. I would suggest that our ability to
comprehend vast areas such as the United States of America or the Pacific Ocean by
marrying each with a mental symbol is the same ability that allows us, on a micro scale,
to apply symbols from our experiences to elements within a new landscape. In this
manner we are able to create an instantaneous emotional connection with this new place.
In fact, I would argue that this is one of the reasons why so many nationwide
corporations have relied on an established architectural style independent from the
11

existing architecture of their varied locations. There is something comforting about
walking into the same restaurant in Albuquerque that one frequents in Baltimore. Thus,
the familiarity of the architecture creates a familiar sense of place.
A sense of place is therefore derived from a great many factors. These factors
include the emotions attached to a place and built up over time because of its association
with people and events, the emotions attached to a similar place in a different location,
the emotions brought into the place with the individual, and the emotions brought on by
the experience of the place in that precise moment. All of these factors remain consistent
regardless of the scale of the place.
Landscapes are experienced on many different scales. The geographic scale
encompasses the sky, the trees, the horizon, and all elements of the natural landscape.
The architectural scale encompasses the buildings and structures. The human scale
encompasses those elements in the landscape whose size is readily comparable to that of
the viewer. Signs tend to fall somewhere between the architectural scale and the human
scale. When we experience a location, we do so on one or more of these scales. It is
therefore possible for signage, independent of all other elements in the landscape, to elicit
in the visitor a sense of place.
This relationship between signage and sense of place indicates that signs should
be evaluated along with other elements of the built environment for preservation and
protection. The ephemeral nature of signs, however, can add an increased layer of
difficulty for preservationists: businesses close, neon tubes break, electrical components
wear out. It therefore becomes important to evaluate the elements of the sign that
contribute to the sense of place. Integrity of material, relationship to original location and
placement within the broader historical context of a location are some of the themes that
will be explored in the three case studies.
12
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CHAPTER 3:
“Get Your Kicks on Route 66”

CASE STUDY #1 – NEW MEXICO ROUTE 66 SIGN RESTORATION PROJECT

Tucumcari, New Mexico: by night, the main drag through town glows with the
neon signs that have come to symbolize the golden era of road culture along this famous
route. Tucumcari’s main artery is Old Route 66 Boulevard and the signs tell the story of
the road (Fig. 4). Signs and buildings dating back to the 1930s share the road with newer
construction from the 1960s and the decades in between. Billboards on Interstate 40 still
echo the same advertising slogan they did on Route 66 in its heyday – Tucumcari
Tonight!
In 2001, Elmo Baca of the New Mexico Historic Preservation Department
responded to a call for proposals from the National Park Service with a plan to restore at
least five neon signs along New Mexico’s Route 66. The National Park Service approved
the proposal and committed a $50,000 cost-share grant to the project. Ultimately nine
signs along the historic route were faithfully restored to their former glory. Three of the
nine signs are in Tucumcari.1

This case study represents a traditional preservation

approach to the treatment of illuminated signage. The relationship between the signs and
the sense of place is dependent on the authenticity of the experience. In this instance, the
authenticity is dictated by the retention of original material whenever possible.
14

Fig. 4: Tucumcari, NM
Postcard, author’s collection
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The Road
Route 66, established on November 11, 1926, was the shortest all-weather route
from Chicago to Los Angeles. This 2,400-mile stretch of road served as the dominant
migration route from the industrialized Northeast to the promise of the West.2 Cultural
geographer Arthur Krim called the road “an emblem of the American century’s enduring
booster optimism, human tragedy, and youth rebellion, the Apian Way of the auto
generation.”3
The 1930s brought the Great Depression and the droughts and sandstorms of the
Dust Bowl; John Steinbeck’s Joad family travelled “the mother road” in Grapes of Wrath
and America travelled with them.4 But not all of the motorists on the road were as
unfortunate as the Joad family. The 1930s also brought a boom in the construction of
motor courts and service stations along Route 66. As the number of travelers increased,
so did the demand for cheap rooms, abundant food and good fuel. It was at this time that
many of the commercial businesses began to install neon to highlight the architecture of
their buildings and attract tourists at night. One such example is the Tower Conoco and
U Drop Inn Café in Shamrock, Texas (Fig. 5). Opened in 1936, the U Drop Inn has been
fully restored and now houses the local chamber of commerce.5
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Fig. 5: U Drop Inn, Shamrock, TX
Photo by author

In the 1940s, war restrictions on fuel and tires rendered Route 66 silent but for
occasional military convoys.

The post-war period brought a renewal in tourist travel.

Returning GIs and their families followed Jack Rittenhouse’s mile-by-mile guide to the
road, which included information on road conditions, accommodations, as well as tourist
attractions.6

New construction during this period includes some of the most fanciful

along the road; the Wigwam Motel in Holbrook, Arizona, built in 1949, is a perfect
example (Fig. 6). It was also during this time that Bobby Troup penned the song that
would become the anthem of the road, enticing would-be travelers to “Get Your Kicks on
Route 66.”7
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Fig. 6: Wigwam Motel, Holbrook, AZ
Photo by author

The late 1940s and the 1950s were the golden era of tourism on Route 66. A
government survey of tourist camps showed that New Mexico had 213 such camps in
1935, a similar survey in 1948 showed that the number had jumped to 537.8 The new
motels in the 1950s featured air conditioning and television and large, imaginative signs
decorated in neon, designed to entice weary travelers off the road. The buildings and
structures from this era would come to be synonymous with Route 66 for future
generations. The post-war years brought radical innovations in the way Americans
viewed the open road. The despair felt by the Okies fleeing the dust bowl had been
replaced by the carefree traveler on a cross country road trip. The baby-boomers took to
the road in new, comfortable automobiles with ever increasing tail fins. They stopped at
all the tourist spots and relished in the freedom of the open road and the new national
prosperity. Today, these baby-boomers are at the forefront of a wave of nostalgia for this
18

golden era. Route 66 was celebrated in song as cultural icons re-released Bobby Troup’s
road anthem originally recorded by Nat King Cole in 1946. Chuck Berry in 1961, the
Rolling Stones in 1964, and Depeche Mode in 1987 each covered the song.9 In 1960,
CBS brought the iconic road to the small screen with its weekly drama Route 66.10 As
early as 1927, Route 66 was being billed as “America’s Main Street.”11 Popular with
mainstream America, the road was as easily embraced by the counterculture movements,
as evidenced by Jack Kerouac’s 1951 book On the Road and Peter Fonda’s 1969 film
Easy Rider. In their own ways, both of these works echoed the sentiments of Walt
Whitman writing in 1856.
Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me leading wherever I choose.12
The passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 signaled the beginning of
the end for Route 66. Interstate 40 replaced the major section of the old road running
west from Oklahoma City through the Texas Panhandle, New Mexico, and Arizona to
Barstow, California. Each state along Route 66 spent between $14 million and $20
million to construct their portion of the interstate by 1960. Ten years later, Interstate 55
between Chicago and St. Louis and Interstate 44 between St. Louis and Oklahoma City
had replaced the remaining segments of Highway 66. On June 26, 1979, the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials accepted the recommendation
to eliminate the designation of Route 66.13 The road was permanently decommissioned in
1985 (Fig. 7).14
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Fig. 7: “End of Route 66”
Chicago Sun Times, 17 January 1977.
Courtesy of Illinois State Historical Society.

The Nostalgia Movement
Route 66 joined the pantheon of American pop culture icons that died young:
Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, James Dean and Route 66, all gone too soon. As soon as
the road was decommissioned and the black and white shields were taken down, they
were replaced with signage designating the road as “Old U.S. 66.”15 The Route 66
Association of Arizona was the first official preservation organization, founded in 1987
20

by Seligman barber Angel Delgadillo and his brother Juan who ran the local ice cream
shop.16 Preservation organizations sprouted in Illinois and Oklahoma in 1989, followed
by Kansas and California in 1990.17 The California organization was founded when state
legislature designated Route 66 as “State Historic Highway Route 66.”18 Today, there are
hundreds of organizations, all around the world, dedicated to preserving the memory and
physical remnants of Route 66.

The Legislature
In 1989, Senator Pete V. Domenici of New Mexico introduced a bill to “authorize
a study on methods to commemorate the nationally significant highway known as Route
66.”19 The special resource study, completed in 1995, determined that Route 66 was the
“symbol of mobile, free, fast-moving America” as well as the “path to hope.”20 The study
examines the physical remnants of the actual road but also acknowledges that the
environment to the road is of equal importance. An examination of the cultural and
natural resources along the road reflect the diversity of architectural style and terrain that
contribute to the experience of Route 66 as a historic corridor and give it its distinctive
character.
In August of 1999, Congress enacted Public Law 106-45 “to preserve the cultural
resources of the Route 66 corridor and to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
provide assistance.”21

To accomplish this, the Act appropriated $10 million for the

period of fiscal years 2000 through 2009. The National Park Service administered the
program and funds were made available to eligible projects through cost-share grants.
Applicants were required to contribute a minimum of 50% of the total cost of the project
and all preservation, restoration and rehabilitation projects were required to conform to
21

the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.22 In
March of 2009, the Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program was reauthorized for another
ten years.23

The Neon Sign Restoration Project
One of the projects to take advantage of the National Park Service cost-share
grant program was the New Mexico Historic Preservation Department’s Neon Sign
Restoration Project. The objective of the project was to restore five signs. Through
thrifty cash management and elbow grease from local business owners, nine signs were
ultimately restored. The project report states in its objective that:
Vintage neon signage is intrinsic to the roadside culture of Route 66.
Tourists and local communities seeking to rediscover the 66 mystique
identify vintage neon signage with the golden age of Route 66.24
That the project was even contemplated is a testimony to how enchanting neon
signs can be. In general, preservation efforts in commercial districts target the business
structure.

That this project’s only nod to the physical business was the owner’s

willingness to commit to a contribution of 50% of the cost either in funds or in-kind
indicates the significance of the neon signs to the character of Route 66 independent of
the businesses they advertise.
The genesis of the project lies in a report prepared in 1992 for the New Mexico
Historic Preservation Division. The report, a survey of the historic and architectural
resources of Route 66 through New Mexico, specifically excluded signage from the
listing of property types potentially eligible for listing in the National Register.25 The
survey forms used to generate the report did, however, contain detailed information about
the signs located along the Route 66 corridor. This initial survey and report resulted in a
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multiple property submission listed in the National Register in 1992. In 2001, a re-survey
was completed by the original surveyor resulting in the inventory and photographing of
notable examples of signs associated with roadside businesses.26 The 2001 re-survey
resulted in another multiple property submission listed in the National Register in 2002
consisting solely of neon signs.27 The survey highlighted the need for restoration of many
of the signs and led to the proposal to the National Parks Service requesting funding for
the New Mexico Historic Preservation Department’s Neon Sign Restoration Project.
Signs were deemed eligible for the restoration project if they were operational
prior to 1970, had been visible from Route 66 during any of its alignments, and were
neon or neon augmented with incandescent light bulbs. Signs with add-ons such as
fluorescent backlit message boards were not disqualified and proposals for adaptive reuse of a restorable sign were welcomed for consideration.28

A total of sixteen

applications were received. Information on the sixteen signs was presented to eight neon
sign vendors for bids.

The TeePee Curio Shop sign (ca. mid 1960s), the La Cita

Restaurant sign (1959), the Aztec Motel sign (1961), the El Comedor rotosphere (ca.
1960), the Westward Ho Motel (ca. 1948), and the Lexington Hotel sign (1931) were
selected as the five signs for restoration, plus one additional sign if funds allowed (Fig.
8).29
An additional four signs, the Grants Café (1938), the El Rey Theatre (1952), the
Paradise Motel (ca. 1950), and the Sun N Sand motel (estimated ca. 1960) were added to
the project when additional funding became available in June of 2002 (Fig. 9).30 The El
Rey Theatre sign was postponed and completed in 2004 (See Appendix B: New Mexico
Route 66 Sign Restoration Project Report, Appendix J: Candidate Profile and Bidders
Reference Book).
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Fig. 8: Route 66 Restoration Project, First Round Selections
The six original signs selected for restoration (pictured left to right) are:
• TeePee Curio Shop, Tucumcari, NM;
• La Cita Restaurant, Tucumcari, NM;
• Aztec Motel, Albuquerque, NM;
• El Comedor rotosphere, Moriarty, NM;
• Westward Ho Motel, Albuquerque, NM;
• Lexington Motel, Gallup, NM.
Photos May 2002 courtesy of Johnnie V. Meier

Fig. 9: Route 66 Restoration Project, Second Round Selections
The three additional signs selected for restoration (pictured left to right) are:
• Grants Café, Grants, NM (Photo ca. 1990s, sign blown down 1998);
• Paradise Motel, Tucumcari, NM (Photo May 2002);
• Sun N Sand Motel, Santa Rosa, NM (Photo May 2002).
Photos courtesy of Johnnie V. Meier
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One of the primary concerns for the restoration project was the integrity of the
final product. The National Register of Historic Places evaluates integrity through seven
qualities: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
When evaluating signage, the most important aspect of integrity is design. The key is
identifying the significant features that make a structure unique and recognizable and
ensuring that they are retained. In the case of signs, it was important to also maintain
authenticity to the time period of significance. Authenticity means the retention of
original material whenever possible, and faithful reconstruction utilizing similar
materials. Because signs are graphic in nature, the retention of original colors and
lighting effects also contribute to their authenticity. Vintage postcards and photographs
were consulted to establish appropriate color choices and some tough decisions had to be
made.
The Paradise Motel sign in Tucumcari was found to have changed more over time
than initially believed. The owner estimates that the sign was originally erected about
1950. At the time of the restoration, the sign depicted images of Tocom and Kari on
either side of the lower section of the sign. An undated older photo, however, indicated
that the oddly shaped section of the sign now depicting the namesakes of the town had in
fact originally been the splash of a pool with a neon diver connecting back up to the rest
of the sign. The images of Tocom and Kari were hand painted and folk art in their own
right. The decision was made to relocate the “can” that depicted the images to a new
pedestal nearby and recreate the bathing beauty and her pool splash for the restored sign.
The word “POOL” on the sign was replaced with the word “OPEN” because the motel no
longer offers that amenity (Fig. 10).31
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Fig. 10: Paradise Motel, Tucumcari, NM
• Pre-restoration, May 2002
• Vintage photograph used for restoration reference, undated
• Post-restoration, April 2003
Photos courtesy of Johnnie V. Meier
The TeePee Curio Shop sign in Tucumcari, erected in the mid 1960s, was able to
benefit from a local grant from the city of Tucumcari for part of the owner’s contribution
to the matching grant. Because the metal structure of the sign was in good condition, the
owner, Mike Callens, was able to fulfill the balance of his obligation through personally
cleaning and repainting the sign. A local PBS affiliate, KNME-TV, filmed portions of
the restoration project for a segment entitled Route 66: The Neon Road, Mr. Callens is
shown performing his repair work and stated that traffic came to a stand still when the
sign was first re-illuminated (Fig. 11).32
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Fig. 11: TeePee Curios, Tucumcari, NM
• Pre-restoration, May 2002
• Vintage detail photo, undated
• Post-restoration, April 2003
Photos courtesy of Johnnie V. Meier
One of the most unusual signs included in the restoration project is the ca. 1960
Roto-sphere from the El Comedor restaurant in Moriarty. Roto-spheres are comprised of
sixteen aluminum spikes outlined in different colors of neon. The eight-feet long spikes
are mounted on a ball that rotates atop a pole. In addition, the ball is comprised of two
counter-rotating halves.33 In this instance, no vintage photos were available so the colors
were based on the recommendation of the contractor restoring the sign (Fig. 12). The
contractor was familiar with this type of sign because he had worked on them many
decades earlier. At this time, the El Comedor Roto-sphere is the only known working
model along Route 66.34 In fact, only approximately 234 roto-spheres were made from
1960-1971. Only seventeen are known to exist.35 The rarity of this type of sign makes
preservation of this example along Route 66 even more important.
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Fig. 12: El Comedor Rotosphere, Moriarty, NM
• Pre-restoration, May 2002
• Post-restoration, April 2003
Photos courtesy of Johnnie V. Meier
The cost-share program and the National Park Service requirement of compliance
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards mandated the attention to authenticity in the
restoration project. However, authenticity was also paramount to the promulgation of the
sense of place for each of these signs. Route 66 stretches over 2,400 miles and much of
that distance is devoid of any signs of civilization beyond the road itself. The lure of the
neon signs that are dotted along the road is that, in less populated areas, they appear as
oases of light in the darkness. Tucumcari, New Mexico offers numerous wonderful
examples of neon signage but even here, parking lots and vacant spaces separate the
signs. In many of the small towns on the road, there are only one or two examples of this
art form. Because of the way the signs are strung out along the historic route, they
become gems to be experienced individually. The integrity of the signs is important to
maintaining the sense of place they generate. Each sign is a work of art to be experienced
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in its own right; collectively, the neon signs of Route 66 help define the character of the
road and contribute to the experience of the motorist.
This case study represents a traditional preservation approach. The signs were
surveyed, documented and ultimately restored. This approach is the most straightforward
answer to how communities across America could evaluate their historic signage.
However, sometimes the experience of a place is not held in the physical material but
rather is the result of a cumulative effect of all elements of the environment including the
history of a place.
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CHAPTER 4:
“They Say the Neon Lights are Bright on Broadway”1

CASE STUDY #2 – TIMES SQUARE

At 7:30 PM on Saturday, 24 March 1984, an unprecedented event took place in
Times Square.

One by one, the great lighted sign spectaculars were extinguished

rendering the historic square completely dark except for a scrolling marquee on the
Times Tower displaying the message:
HEY, MR. MAYOR, IT’S DARK OUT THERE!
HELP KEEP THE BRIGHT LIGHTS IN TIMES SQUARE!2
Thirty minutes later, the lights were back on and everything was back to normal.
But in those thirty minutes, a very powerful message had been sent.
Times Square as a case study is a complete reversal from Route 66. In the fastpaced world of advertising in New York City, innovation and evolution are paramount.
The experience of Times Square, its historical sense of place is tied to the saturation of
signage and the animation of the lights. Zoning regulations enacted in 1986 mandate
illuminated signage on all buildings within the Times Square district. These regulations
preserve the “bowl of light” experience of Times Square. Here, integrity is determined
not by original material but by the authenticity of the experience.
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Fig. 13: The Paramount building at the Cross-Roads of the World
Advertisement from the New York Times 24 February 1926
Image used by permission of Newmark Knight Frank
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The Crossroads of the World

The intersection of Broadway and Seventh Avenue between 42nd Street and 47th
Street forms a unique hourglass-shaped plaza that has come to be known to New Yorkers
as the “Crossroads of the World.”3 In the late nineteenth century, however, this area was
referred to as Long Acre Square in honor of the up market horse-and-buggy trade and
related establishments that populated the area beginning in the early 1880s. Several
blocks south of the square, a theatre district was emerging. Five new theatres opened
along Broadway between 38th and 41st Streets in the years between 1882 and 1893.4
These theatres were funded by the moneyed citizens of New York and quickly became
the nucleus of cultured nightlife among the haute-ton. The arrival of Vaudeville in the
mid 1890s pushed opera and the Fifth Avenue set out of the neighborhood, replacing
them with the middle-class and local patrons who would dominate the area until the
tourist boom in the years after World War II. When the city approved plans in 1894 for
the construction of a Broadway subway line with Long Acre Square at its midpoint, the
neighborhood continued to expand with more theatres and increased commercial
activity.5
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Fig. 14: Times Square, the Name of
City’s New Centre
New York Times, 9 April 1904
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On 8 April 1904, New York City Mayor George B. McClellan signed the
resolution officially changing the name of Long Acre Square to Times Square (Fig. 14).
The change was precipitated by the opening of the new subway station located in the new
skyscraper being erected at the corner of 42nd Street and Broadway. The Times Building
was “the most conspicuous edifice in that part of the city and [gave] character to it.”6
The Times Tower as it came to be known was the city’s second tallest building when it
was completed and to this day remains an integral part of the magic that is Times Square.
In 1904, a searchlight affixed to the apex of the building was used to announce the results
of the elections for President, New York Governor, and the House of Representatives.7
Today the Times Tower is known as 1 Times Square and is no longer the home of the
New York Times.

In fact the twenty-five-story building is now used primarily as a

platform for large-scale sign spectaculars instead of as a commercial office building.8
The entire building is currently leased to Walgreens who has a retail store located on the
first three floors.9 While 1 Times Square may be home to some of the priciest signage
real estate in the country, it is still most famous for an annual event that has taken place at
the building every year since 1907, except for 1943 and 1944: lowering the ball in Times
Square on New Year’s Eve.10
On 31 December 1907, the front page of the New York Times contained a small
article that began thus: “Watch the Times Tower. The Descent of an Electric Ball Will
Mark the Arrival of 1908 To-night.”11 With this short piece, a tradition was born that
would result in a crowd estimated at one million people in Times Square, millions
nationwide and over a billion watching throughout the world in 2010.12
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Fig. 15: The First Ball Lowering, 1907
Photo courtesy of Artkraft Strauss Archive
The first ball lowered in Times Square was designed by the founders of Artkraft
Strauss who maintained the ball, and the tradition of lowering it by hand for eighty-seven
years, until the process was computerized in 1995 (Fig. 15).13 Up until 1995, the biggest
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change in the ball had been a seven-year period starting in 1981, when a big apple
replaced the traditional white ball with red lamps instead of the white.14 The all-white
ball was brought back in 1988 and remained in use until the ball was again redesigned for
the 2000 millennium celebration. The new ball was designed by Waterford Crystal and
uses the latest technology to illuminate the night sky.15

This annual celebration,

broadcast around the globe, has resulted in making Times Square, in all its illuminated
glory, a worldwide icon (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16: New Year’s Eve Crowd, 1956
Photo courtesy of Artkraft Strauss Archive
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Fig. 17: The Style Center for Men
Advertisement from the Fort
Worth Star Telegram, 30 April
1909
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The Great White Way
A stretch of Broadway between Union Square at 14th Street and Madison Square
at 23rd Street became one of the first electrically lighted streets in the United States in
1880 when it was illuminated by arc lamps. By the 1890s, the commercial district of
Broadway from Madison Square to Herald Square at 34th Street was so illuminated by
electrical advertising signs that people began calling it the “Great White Way.”16 The
name was carried further uptown when the Theatre District and the bright lights took over
Times Square. The name became so synonymous with Times Square that it was used in
an advertisement for men’s clothing in the Fort Worth Star-Telegram in 1909 (Fig. 17).17

Perhaps the first person to see the potential for illuminated advertising in Times
Square was German-American billboard magnate Oscar J. Gude. Gude caused quite a
sensation in 1900 when he mounted a fifty-foot-wide pickle in green electric lights to the
side of the Cumberland Hotel in Madison Square (Fig. 18). The blinking trademark for
the H.J. Heinz Company drew huge crowds of consumers. One critic lamented:
In the evening the dancing flash-lights of the ’57 varieties’ of beans,
pickles, etc. thrown in the face of all who throng Madison Square – the real
center of life and art of New York – are unimaginable except in
nightmare.18
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Fig. 18: O.J. Gude advertisement for H.J. Heinz, ca. 1898
Photo courtesy of the New York Historical Society

Undeterred by criticism, Gude identified Times Square, which still contained
many low buildings, as the ideal location for his large-scale spectacular signs. In 1904,
he installed an advertisement for Trimble whiskey atop a two-story building on 47th
Street between Broadway and Seventh Avenue. The sign, depicting two disembodied
hands raised in a toast, faced north and was visible for several blocks. Oscar Gude’s sign
business quickly grew to encompass the most visible rooftops around the square and
north to Columbus Circle. Gude’s spectaculars would brighten the New York City night
sky until his retirement in 1917.19 Oscar Gude introduced Times Square to the large-scale
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spectaculars and to a rudimentary form of sign animation that would pit the signage
manufacturers and merchants against civic organizations bent on returning New York,
and the Times Square area to a more sedate and dignified appearance. Led by the
Municipal Art Society, these aesthetes were successful in passing in 1914, signage
regulation controlling the size and safety of signs. Out of this dispute also arose a
tendency towards more artfully designed signs. One of the most well loved signs to come
out of this era was Gude’s White Rock Ginger Ale sign. Erected in 1910, the sign was
Beaux-Arts inspired and depicted a large clock flanked by two flowing fountains (Fig.
19).20
Neon came to Times Square on 30 December 1925 in the form of red five-foot
letters above the George M. Cohan Theatre that spelled out Ben-Hur. By November of
1938, The General Outdoor Advertising Company estimated that sixty per cent of the
midtown lights were neon.21 By 1939, The Saturday Evening Post declared that the
“Great White Way” should really be called the “Great Rainbow Way” because of the
proliferation of multi-hued spectaculars designed by new leaders in the signage industry,
Douglas Leigh, Inc. and General Outdoor Advertising Company. These spectaculars
were so eye-catching as to cause gawkers to block the sidewalks and even the streets.22
But the bright lights of Broadway were dimmed by World War II. In April of 1942, the
order came down from the Army to dim the lighted signs; exterior advertising signs and
electric lights above the fifteenth floor were required to be turned off from sunset to
sunrise.

The bright lights of the city and the red neon glow emanating from Times

Squares were found to “[bring] our ships far at sea into sharp silhouette in Axis
gunsights.”23
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Fig. 19: White Rock Advertisement, 1912
Image courtesy of the New York Public Library
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With its lights dimmed, Times Square readied for war. Thronged by service men
and the community, Times Square became the public square for the nation.

The area

became the number one recreation spot for service men on leave and photographs of the
victory celebrations in Times Square are synonymous with the end of the war.

The Red Light District
The post-war period in Times Square saw Artkraft Strauss, the makers and
keepers of the New Year’s Eve ball, rise to prominence with their spectaculars as the area
itself began to decline. During the war, the influx of male visitors to Times Square had
shifted the balance between reputable and disreputable enterprises.

The shift in

demographics had brought the seedier side of Times Square out into the open. Vice
investigators in 1901 identified 132 sites where prostitutes plied their trade in Times
Square.24 The roaring twenties, era of Prohibition and the nightclub included mob-run
speakeasies throughout the district.25 Beat novelist John Clellon Holmes wrote in 1952
about a cafeteria at the corner of 42nd Street and Broadway that “looked like some
strange social club for grifters, dope passers, petty thieves, cheap, aging whores and
derelicts: the whole covert population of Times Square that lived only at night and
vanished as the streets went grey with dawn.”26 America in the 1950s still adhered to the
illusion of propriety, even in Times Square but the shifting mores of the 1960s would
dramatically alter the district.
In 1966, jukebox owner Martin Hodas began installing peep shows in the back
rooms of local bookstores specializing in racier merchandise.27 When the Supreme Court
issued a series of decisions beginning in 1966 that extended First Amendment protection
to explicit sexual materials, the movie theatres on 42nd Street began running
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pornographic films and the neighborhood soon filled with sex shows, massage parlors,
men’s clubs, and porn marts (Fig. 20).28 Suburbanization in the seventies and eighties
accelerated the decline and Times Square became a national symbol of urban decay.
Suddenly the bright lights and neon of Times Square advertised explicit sex instead of
ginger ale. The signs were deemed garish and symbolic of the depravity and vice that
gripped the area. The common perception of the time was that the only way to save
Times Square was to rid it of the entertainment venues and carnival atmosphere that it
had enjoyed since the turn of the century.

Fig. 20: Pussycat Cinema, 1979
Photo courtesy of Artkraft Strauss Archive
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The Redevelopment Plan
In the late 1970s, social anthropologists began to study Times Square in an effort
to understand the disease of urban blight. The Ford Foundation commissioned one such
group from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Their 1978 study,
titled The West 42nd Street Study: The Bright Light Zone, emphasized that the problem
with the area went beyond crime to a cycle of pathology.29 City officials and the police
force appeared to have all but given up. In 1976, an advertising executive named Fred
Papert established the 42nd Street Development Corporation whose objective was the
revitalization of the western end of that street. The organization had some success with a
number of projects including the creation of Theatre Row between Ninth and Tenth
Avenues, the restoration of the McGraw-Hill Building between Eighth and Ninth
Avenues, and the conversion of the Crossroads Building at Broadway from porn to police
use.30 Papert and his group soon turned their attention to what they believed to be the
crux of the problem, Times Square proper. The 42nd Street Development Corporation
devised a plan called The City at 42nd Street, which consisted of three new office towers
at the intersection of Broadway, Seventh Avenue and 42nd Street and a 2.5 million
square foot “fashion mart” running from 40th Street to 42nd Street. The main attraction
of this redevelopment plan was the creation of a 1,000,000 square foot complex housing
restaurant and retail establishments as well as a new entertainment destination centered
around an enormous Ferris wheel, “The Slice of Life.”31 Papert’s organization had
Canadian development firm Olympia & York on board for the office towers, they had
Rockefeller Center, Inc. and Harry Helmsley on board for the “fashion mart” and Papert
himself wanted to spearhead the entertainment venue. What they didn’t have was the
Mayor’s support.
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Mayor Ed Koch took an immediate dislike to the Ferris wheel and reportedly told
New York Times architecture critic Paul Goldberger,
New York cannot and should not compete with Disneyland – that’s for
Florida. People do not come to midtown Manhattan to take a ride on some
machine. This is a nice plan and we want to be supportive – but we have
to be sure that it is fleshed out in a way appropriate to New York. We’ve
got to make sure that they have seltzer instead of orange juice.32
The plan was officially rejected by the Koch administration in May 1980. Perhaps the
biggest problem Koch had with the plan, apart from the Ferris wheel, was that it was a
private project and the Mayor wasn’t about to turn this prime piece of Manhattan over to
private hands without the City having control. The Mayor tacked the city onto the project
and the newly formed 42nd Street Development Project published their General Project
Plan in June of 1981.
Very similar to the rejected plan, the General Project Plan was predicated on the
idea that all revitalization activity had to happen simultaneously in order to keep the
individual projects from succumbing to the blight of criminal and pornographic activity
so prevalent in the area. The new plan called for four office towers. By transferring air
rights to these new parcels, the new towers could range from 365 to 705 feet instead of
the 280 to 370 feet permitted by current zoning. The General Project Plan called for the
preservation of the New Amsterdam, the Lyric and the Apollo, and the other great 42nd
Street theatres as well as the retention of the Times Tower.33

Throughout 1981, the

guidelines set forth in the General Project Plan were disseminated to the public and to the
twenty-six hopeful bidders on the project. In December of 1983, the winning bidder was
announced – George Klein of Park Tower Realty. Klein had enlisted renowned architects
Philip Johnson and John Burgee to design the office towers.
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The model of a redeveloped Times Square that was unveiled that day was a far
cry from the General Project Plan Guidelines. The historic theatres were saved but the
Times Tower was slated for demolition, its site would be an open space meant to diffuse
the feeling of enclosed space created on the street by the four new monolithic towers
encircling the site. Ranging in height from twenty-nine to fifty-six stories, the four
towers had a cumulative floor area ratio of 46:1. The accepted rule for FAR in midtown
was that it not exceed 18:1. Most distressing of all was the spare nature of the towers
themselves. Glass and limestone towers rising from four-story sections of red granite
with tall, formal entrance arches. The towers were to be topped by glass mansard roofs
sporting ornamental iron finials. The fenestration pattern of the building makes it clear
that they were not meant to be adorned with excessive signage. Paul Goldberger, writing
for the New York Times, addressed the concern that the proposal would conflict with the
established perception of Times Square as “all signs and lights and visual energy” by
stating that the proposed towers promised to be “visually alive, and compatible with a
glittery world of theater marquees and neon signs. […] [T]hey do not look as though their
integrity would be shattered by a neon sign going up across the street.34 Of course,
Goldberger failed to mention that the size of the structures left very little room for
anything across the street.
The release of the Draft Environmental Impact Study on 16 February 1984
presented the first and most important opportunity for public comment. The hearing,
held on 26 March gave little time for anyone to review the 880-page document. Tama
Starr, owner and granddaughter of the founder of Artkraft Strauss was following the
proposals for Times Square very closely. Artkraft Strauss was still one of the top signage
manufacturers in New York City and was responsible for many of the spectaculars on
display in Times Square. According to Ms. Starr, the Environmental Impact Study
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mentioned signage only in passing and recommended that theater marquees be eliminated
as they provided shelter to “undesirables.”35 Tama Starr sprang into action, organizing
sign workers from all across the city; she orchestrated the blackout of Times Square that
took place at 7:30 PM on Saturday, 24 March 1984.

The New Zoning Regulations
Ironically, the Municipal Art Society, who had attacked the Times Square
spectaculars seventy years earlier, took a leadership role in the opposition to the Klein
proposal. The organization was emphatic that the “bowl of light” streetscape that had
developed since 1904 needed to be protected. The opposition led by the MAS used
celebrities, press conferences, sign launches, op-ed pieces, and public ceremonies to raise
awareness of the impending change to Times Square. A presentation using sixteen-foot
architectural models and a film narrated by Jason Robards Jr. showed the impact the
Johnson-Burgee designed towers would have from a pedestrian’s point of view.36 The
testimonies offered at the hearings at City Planning and the Board of Estimate included
people from all across the nation and from all walks of life. Their pleas evoked historic,
aesthetic, and emotional values. A University Professor from Wyoming stated “We’re
saving Yellowstone for you, it is your responsibility to save Times Square for us.”37
They faced off against real estate developers watchful of their pocketbooks. By January
of 1986, the tide was turning. Richard Lyons in the New York Times decreed that
City planners and private developers are moving along converging tracks
to restore the glitter of the Great White Way. Their aim is to revitalize the
entertainment center in Times Square with brighter lights [and] fancier
signs.38
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The result of this newfound appreciation for the bright lights of Broadway came in the
form of the 2002 “Times Square Zoning Amendment” to the New York City Zoning
Resolution, ZR 81-732 (See Appendix C).

This revolutionary zoning ordinance

establishes signage requirements on all buildings between 43rd and 50th Streets with
street frontage on Seventh Avenue and/or Broadway. ZR 81-732 mandates ratios of signs
to facades, street heights, light levels, and placement of signs.

For example, the

guidelines would require a block-long building to provide at least 16,800 square feet of
lighted signage. This was consistent with Times Square’s brightest blocks at the time.
Prior to this legislature, all zoning regulations pertaining to signage had been designed to
restrict. This regulation created a safe haven for the large-scale spectaculars and the neon
that was verboten in the rest of the city.
The revitalization of Times Square didn’t happen overnight and saving the signs
didn’t bring businesses into the area all by itself. What the “Times Square Zoning
Amendment” did was take a stand for illuminated signage. By mandating the signage
saturation historically associated with Times Square, the city made a statement that the
preservation of the Times Square experience mattered. While the signs in Times Square
continue to evolve and showcase the newest and brightest technological advances, the
spirit of innovation and capitalism illustrated by Oscar Gude’s 1904 Trimble whiskey
spectacular lives on.
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Fig. 21: Times Square, March 2011
Photo by author

This case study stands as an example of preservation of sense of place
independent of preserving historic fabric. The integrity of the individual signs is not
important in this instance because the signs in Times Square are ephemeral. In this place,
the signs are meant to evolve and change with innovations in the signage industry. What
draws tourists and revelers to Times Square is the energy generated by the signs and the
lights (Fig. 21). Protecting the “bowl of light” effect created by the abundant signage
preserves this energy. The lesson here for communities across America is to be cautious
about creating static areas where change is restricted. It is as important to explore the
energy and experience of a place, as it is to protect the historic structures that make up the
fabric of a place. The spectaculars in Time Square are scaled for their space and cannot
easily exist outside of their environment. But in many places, the scale of illuminated
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signage is such that it can be removed from its original context and still retains its
integrity and character. While this preservation approach is effective and appropriate in
Times Square, a different approach may be more appropriate in circumstances where the
evolution of the area threatens significant illuminated signs.
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CHAPTER 5:
Bright Light City

CASE STUDY #3 – LAS VEGAS, NV

In 1959, a twenty-five-foot tall sign was erected on an island in the middle of Las
Vegas Boulevard south of the city (Fig. 22). The sign was intended to advertize Las
Vegas and greet tourists arriving from California. The elongated diamond shape outlined
by chasing yellow bulbs, surmounted by a flashing red and yellow star; on one side greets
visitors with a charming welcome (the silver discs behind the letters represent silver
dollars) and on its reverse wishes visitors a safe journey.

Today the Welcome to

Fabulous Las Vegas sign is an icon for the city, gracing everything from boxer shorts to
license plates. Designed by graphic designer Betty Whitehead Willis in 1959 and sold to
Clark County, Nevada, for $4,000, the sign is not copyrighted but is the only neon sign in
Clark County listed on the National Register of Historic Places.1

The sign is

freestanding; it is not grounded by an associated building but rather represents an entire
community.
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Fig. 22: Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas, December 2010
Photo by author

Las Vegas, perhaps more than any other city, is known the world over for its
illuminated signs. The Las Vegas Strip glows in the desert sky. But before Las Vegas
Boulevard eclipsed it, the light show in Vegas was located downtown, on Fremont Street
– otherwise known as Glitter Gulch (Fig. 23). The historic home of gambling in Las
Vegas has changed dramatically over the years. The Fremont Street Experience erected
in 1995, encloses three blocks of historic Fremont Street under an electrified canopy of
lights. Fremont Street leading up to this canopy is accented by the Neon Museum’s
collection of restored signs. Displayed along the pedestrian promenade, the signs are
mounted low so that they can be experienced as individual works of electric art.
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Fig. 23: Cine Strip Presents: “The Las Vegas Story,” ca. 1965
Text on Reverse: Five views of the world famous Fremont Street Casino
District. Called by many the most exciting and most brilliantly illuminated
few blocks of pavement in the world – hence the name “Glitter Gulch.”
Postcard, author’s collection
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The casinos and motor lodges they once advertized are long gone. Here, the artistry of
the signs is given a new lease on life as part of a collection of public works of art. This
case study illustrates that the artistry of the signs can be preserved when retention of the
sign in its original location is not a viable option. This approach re-classifies the sign
from commercial object to work of public art, something that many communities are
already equipped to deal with.

Viva Las Vegas!
Today, neon signs in Las Vegas are associated with casinos but the first warm
glow arrived before the legalization of gambling in Nevada in 1931. By 1930, the Las
Vegas Neon Electric Sign Company had installed signs at the Gateway Hotel, Northern
Club, Beckley’s and the Mission Cigar Store.2 Numerous sign makers were working in
Las Vegas during these early years but one company out of Ogden, Utah was destined to
make the signs that would forever link neon with Las Vegas. In 1932, the Young Electric
Sign Company (YESCO) installed their first Las Vegas sign at the Oasis Café on
Fremont Street. In 1945, YESCO installed the first Las Vegas spectacular – the Boulder
Club sign. In 1948, installations for the Pioneer Club, the Golden Nugget, the Las Vegas
Club and the Eldorado Club on Fremont Street led to the moniker “Glitter Gulch” for the
infamous street.
Additional contributions by YESCO include Vegas Vic in 1951, the iconic
Stardust sign in 1958, and its replacement in 1967.3 The Young Electric Sign Company
was not the only company working in Las Vegas during this golden age of signs, but they
were one of the best and one of the first to bring in graphic designers to create these
spectaculars.

YESCO has also played an important role in preserving the signage
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heritage of Las Vegas. In 1996, YESCO turned over its collection of retired signs,
collectively known as the “boneyard” to the Allied Arts Council.4 This collection formed
the basis for the Neon Museum In Las Vegas.

Vegas Vic
Like the Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas sign, another iconic Las Vegas neon
sign also began as the brainchild of the Chamber of Commerce. After World War II, the
New York based advertising firm J. Walter Thompson Agency, one of the largest in the
world, was hired by the city to boost tourism. Gravitating towards the imagery of the old
west, a common theme in the area made popular by the El Rancho and the Last Frontier,
Thompson introduced the “Vegas Vic” cowboy logo that was quickly seen on postcards
and posters across the country (Fig. 24).5
In 1951, The Pioneer Club on Fremont Street adopted the logo and installed the
forty-foot tall, six-ton neon sign of the winking cowboy on their façade (Fig. 25). At the
time of his installation, Vic was the world’s largest mechanical sign. Vic’s eye winked,
his arm and cigarette moved and blew neon smoke rings.6 Vic came equipped with a
loud speaker and a recorded “Howdy, Podner” timed to speak every fifteen minutes. Vic
was silenced in 1966 when actor Lee Marvin (staying across the street at The Mint)
complained about the noise.7 Vic stood silent and all but ignored during the 1980s and
1990s while the tourists and the money moved to the new theme park casinos on the
Strip. The Pioneer Club closed in 1995 and Vic and the rest of the building’s historic
signage now preside over a slew of souvenir shops. In 2000, Vic was restored; a fresh
coat of paint, new neon and his voice box was reactivated.8 But this newly rejuvenated
Vegas Vic found himself in the middle of some very different digs (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 24: Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce Advertisement, 1950
Image courtesy Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce
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Fig. 25: Pioneer Club, ca. 1951
Postcard, author’s collection

Fig. 26: Vegas Vic and the Fremont Street Experience, December 2010
Photo by author
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Fremont Street Experience
In June of 1992, California architect Jon Jerde responded to the Las Vegas City
Council’s plea for revitalization ideas for downtown Las Vegas.

His $52 million plan

for bringing Glitter Gulch back to life was a radical proposal, dubbed the Fremont Street
Experience. The plan called for the erection of an arched awning, 100 feet tall at its apex,
stretched along Fremont from Main Street to Fourth Street.9 The initial plan called for a
mesh-like awning, providing shade during the day for pedestrians below and support for
giant parade balloons carried above the crowd at night reminiscent of the Disneyland
light parade.10 Before the project was completed, the cost had risen to $70 million and
the balloons had been discarded in favor of light bulbs – 2.1 million light bulbs to be
exact, accompanied by a 40,000-watt sound system.11 But where did Vegas Vic fit into
this new project? In December of 1994, Vic and his neon paramour across the street,
Vegas Vicky, were removed while the canopy was being installed. Vic went into a shop
where the brim on his hat was reduced by approximately two feet to accommodate the
sloping canopy and his arm mechanism was repaired.12 Once the canopy was in place,
Vic and Vicky were re-installed across the street from each other, a few feet closer in
fact. The Fremont Street Experience opened to the public on 14 December 1995.13 In
2004, the canopy went through a $17 million light and sound renovation replacing the
incandescent light bulbs with 12.5 million light-emitting diode lamps, creating the same
effect as a high definition television ninety feet in the air.14 This giant LED screen, the
biggest on the planet, is known as Viva Vision. It is accompanied by 550,000-watts of
concert quality sound and puts on shows every hour, on the hour from dusk till dawn
(Fig. 27).15
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Fig 27: Fremont Street Experience, December 2010
Photos by author
During the shows, the neon and incandescent lights on the casinos along Fremont
Street are turned off. While critics of the Fremont Street Experience lament the loss of
the old time feel of Glitter Gulch, proponents look to the boost in tourism and casino
receipts.16 It is possible that this modernization of this historic gaming district saved it
from demolition by neglect. Nobody calls him “Vagrant Vic” anymore and today he and
the other casino lights along Fremont Street are joined not only by the LED lights in the
sky but by the resurrected relics of the neon past. Fremont Street includes an outdoor
gallery, home to ten historic neon signs restored by the Neon Museum.
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The Neon Museum of Las Vegas
On 12 November 1996, an electric switch was flipped, a gallery opened, and a
sign was reborn. On the corner of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street, the old
Hacienda gaucho sign became the first restoration project of the Neon Museum (Fig. 28).
The sign had been sitting for at least ten years in the YESCO boneyard. Company
workers installed new bulbs and wiring and repainted the sign by hand.17 Restoration of
the 1966 Aladdin genie lamp, the 1961 Flame Restaurant sign, the 1940 Chief Hotel
Court Sign, and Andy Anderson, the Anderson Dairy mascot from 1956 were completed
over the next four years.18 These signs were also installed along the westernmost block
of East Fremont Street. These signs, mounted on low pedestals along the pedestrian
walkway create the open-air gallery experience of an art museum (Fig. 29). And art is
exactly what they are.

Fig. 28: La Hacienda Gaucho, December 2010
Photo by author
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Fig. 29: Aladdin Lamp, December 2010
Photo by author
Back at the boneyard, hundreds of signs still sit on the hard ground, piled atop one
another; they wait their turn for restoration and resurrection. Scattered around the yard
are pink and lavender diamond components of the 1968 Stardust sign (Fig. 30). “Queen
of the Strip,” when erected it was the tallest free-standing electric sign in the world and
consistently voted the “favorite sign spectacular” by Las Vegas citizens.19

Just on the

other side of a horseshoe studded with incandescent bulbs from Binion’s Horseshoe are
the scrolling letters of the Moulin Rouge sign. Up front by the gates are the canopies
from the Golden Nugget, the first of which was installed along Fremont Street in 1950
and removed in 1984.20 Among these mammoth signs are sprinkled smaller signs from
casinos, motels, motor courts and other commercial establishments. The goal of the
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museum is to restore some of the signs and erect them around the boneyard and around
town; others will be left in their current state as a reminder of their frailty.21

Fig. 30: The Boneyard at the Neon Museum, Las Vegas, December 2010
Photo by author
Tours of the boneyard are by appointment only and sell out well in advance. In
2006, the museum acquired the La Concha casino main lobby building, listed on the City
of Las Vegas Historic Register; the building was cut into eight pieces and relocated from
the Strip to the parking lot by the boneyard. The thin shell concrete structure is being
restored and the museum hopes to open it as a visitor center.22
Three additional signs have been restored by the Neon Museum. Original signs
from the Horseshoe Hotel & Casino, the Silver Slipper Hotel & Casino and the Bow &
Arrow Motel have been mounted along the center median of North Las Vegas Boulevard.
These signs are part of a project to restore and place up to twenty historic signs along the
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route, which was designated as a National Scenic Byway in 2009.23 The glittering Silver
Slipper that once kept Howard Hughes awake, prompting him to buy the casino simply to
reduce the level of illumination, sits in the median directly in front of the boneyard (Fig.
31 and 32).24 This is the kind of story that titillates visitors to the Neon Museum; people
want to hear about the legends of Las Vegas and the signs offer them a tangible
connection to the Golden Era of Las Vegas.

Fig. 31: Silver Slipper Gambling Hall, ca. 1950
Photo courtesy of YESCO collection, 98-12.
Special Collections, UNLV Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Fig 32: Silver Slipper, Las Vegas Boulevard, December 2010
Photo by author
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Las Vegas is a city that is constantly changing. The gambling meccas of the Las
Vegas Strip and Fremont Street have a surreal, temporary quality brought on by booze,
smoke and the artificiality of casino chips and slot machine tickets. In this atmosphere it
is refreshing to see that one of the city’s greatest art forms is being remembered and
celebrated. Vegas is a city of lights and the Neon Museum allows the historic lights to
tell their own stories. Independent of the buildings and businesses they advertised, the
signs on display at Fremont Street, along the Las Vegas Boulevard Scenic Byway and the
signs in pieces in the boneyard are works of art, worthy of recognition and able to
communicate directly to their audience. Their physical preservation makes it possible for
visitors to experience the Las Vegas of yesteryear, even if only for the first time.
Historic illuminated signage was created as an advertising tool. Most of the signs
across America were designed to advertise a specific business location. The passage of
time results in many of these places going out of business. When this happens, the signs
are in danger of being discarded. While it is generally preferable to retain an original
sign in its original location, it is not always possible. Original location is one point of
consideration when judging the integrity of a sign. It is not, however, always the most
important. The craftsmanship and artistry of these illuminated signs makes the condition
and visual impact of the signs more important. The Neon Museum collections approach
to the preservation of historic signs offers a realistic alternative to preserving historic
signs. By re-using the signs as works of public art, the signs are thrust into a realm more
comfortable for preservationists and the general populace. Civic mechanisms for the
preservation of works of public art are often already in place. The key to this approach is
to educate the public about the dual nature of historic illuminated signs. Neon signs are
evocative, both as a medium for advertising and as works of folk art.
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CHAPTER 6:
Conclusion

Historic illuminated signs capture the imagination and excite the spirit. Glowing
neon and flashing light bulbs are designed to attract and hold attention. Sadly, when the
neon tubing breaks and the lights are turned off, the dramatic artistry of the sign can be
overlooked.
The objective of this thesis is to encourage preservationists and the general
population to look at the historic signs in their communities in a new light, to see beyond
the broken tubes and the defunct business to the craftsmanship and the history of the sign.
Too often, these large-scale signs are lost because of owners fearful of maintenance costs
or concerned about local signage laws. Too often preservationists pass over a sign
because the building that houses the associated business is either lacking in integrity or
non-descript and not eligible for the National Register. Additionally, there is uncertainty
among preservationists and the public about how to preserve historic illuminated signage
within the community once it has been identified.
As a nation, we embrace the historic neon of Route 66, the technological miracles
illuminating Times Square and the flashing lights of Las Vegas. Why then are we so
reluctant to embrace the signs in our own municipalities that speak to the history of our
home? When a sign like the Takhoma-burger waitress in Wichita, Kansas, can vanish
without a trace, it is evident that signs are endangered. Signage is an important part of
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the vernacular history of a place; it is a tangible mark on the landscape speaking directly
to the culture and economy of a region and the mores of an era. The first step in
protecting these important elements of the landscape is to identify them and the context
for their significance. Examine the signs to determine if their significance is rooted in
their continued presence in a specific location or if the artistry of the sign is paramount.
Examine the location to determine if the signs are contributing significantly to the sense
of place, do they connect the area to a specific point in time or do they represent a
historical progression of a significant area. The traditional preservation approach of
survey and documentation is always a good place to start. But the actual preservation of
the signs can be more complicated.
As I have illustrated through three case studies, the preservation of signage can
take many forms. In most cases the integrity of the sign is important. And original
location should be a consideration for the determination of integrity. The Route 66
approach to preservation of original material in original place is the ideal. However, this
is not always possible and it is important to explore all of the factors that contribute to the
sense of place surrounding a historic sign. The context and energy of the original
location may have changed over time. The Times Square case study illustrates that the
experience of signage does not always depend on original artifacts.

City signage

ordinances traditionally restrict illuminated signage. Communities should look to the
lessons of Times Square and the key role electric signs have played in energizing this
iconic location. Innovation in signage and the use of lights and motion can generate a
dynamism that many communities would benefit from. For many preservationists, the
challenge is how to preserve a sign that the owner no longer finds useful. Many signs can
be re-used; the text can be modified to suit the current needs of the owner without
impacting the authenticity and integrity of the sign overmuch. However, sometimes the
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signs have to be moved. The Las Vegas case study illustrates that there can be a valid
use and life for historic illuminated signs separated from their original location. Some
signs like the Welcome to Las Vegas sign were designed to stand on their own. Others,
like the La Hacienda gaucho sign, are being re-evaluated by the public and found to have
more to offer than just as an advertising tool. These signs are found to generate a new
experience when considered from a different point of view. As works of public art, these
signs tell the story of the Las Vegas community, the artistry of the sign industry, and the
importance of symbols in establishing a sense of place.
While the case studies in this thesis represent iconic signage locations, the same
preservation concerns and solutions can be seen in communities across America. For
example, in 2006, the ca. 1962 McDonald’s single-arch sign in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.1 Only the sign was listed as the
McDonald’s location had been extensively remodeled. Similarly, the American Sign
Museum in Cincinnati, Ohio, has been preserving and displaying signs since 2005.2
Their collection now boasts more than 3,800 cataloged objects. But even these examples
still represent just a fraction of the illuminated signage around the country that is worthy
of preservation. I urge everyone to take a moment and examine the historic signs in your
community. Compare these signs with their hand-painted panels, their neon patterning,
and their ingenious designs to the standardized signage of the box store or the local fast
food place. Look at the signs and consider how the landscape would be altered, how the
sense of place would be changed if these signs were gone forever.
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Fig. 33: Drive Carefully, Welcome to Las Vegas Sign, December 2010
Photo by author
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Appendix A:
Literature Review

Origins and Evolution of Signage
In order to examine the relationship between signs and sense of place, it is
important to first understand how signage has evolved from early cave drawings to the
ultimate advertising tool.

One of the best resources I’ve found for understanding this

changing industry has been Signs of the Times magazine. In September of 1976, they
published an article entitled “A Brief History of the Sign Industry.” This article explored
the early years of advertising and speaks to the revolution wrought by the advent of
illumination, first through gas lighting and on to the heyday of neon and beyond to the
age of plastics which allowed for even greater creativity in design.1 This article sets the
stage for signage as an emerging art form. This history of signage is illustrated in full
color in a publication from the editors of Signs of the Times magazine entitled Sign
Gallery.2

This work provides a visual record of the evolution of signage and an

illustrated glossary of terminology common to the sign industry.
It then becomes necessary to explore what has been written about signs as an art
form. Several books have been written about painted signs on historic buildings. WM
Stage’s book Ghost Signs does a good job of documenting historic painted signs and
speaking to the experience of seeing and photographing the signs.3 His work and the
work of Cynthia Lea Haas and Jeff Holder, Ghost Signs of Arkansas, clearly illustrate
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that these signs have merit as artistic expression beyond the items and locations they
advertise.4 John Baeder takes this a step further in his exploration of street signs. By
looking at hand-lettered signage posted in public places by individuals across the country,
he focuses on the relationship between people and signs and how the presentation of
information can elicit emotions.5
One of the most comprehensive works I have found on the topic of signage as art
form is Signs and Wonders by Tama Starr and Edward Hayman. This work opens with
that very question, are signs art? The work goes on to explore the message that American
sign “spectaculars” convey to the American consumer and to the world at large. This
work focuses most heavily on Times Square but is grouped with the more general works
here in the Literature Review because of its overarching theme: Sign “spectaculars” are a
form of art and serve to “dramatize America’s self-image in messages with many layers
of meaning.”6
Literature about signage explodes when we begin to look at the relationship
between signs and roadside architecture coinciding with the rise of the automobile and
American car culture. This period also coincides in many ways with the height of the
neon era and the rise of the age of plastics. These tools allowed for the signs to be
bigger, brighter and more easily seen from the road at high speed.

This era and

architectural phenomenon are widely explored by John A. Jackle and Keith A. Sculle.
This dynamic duo has written extensively on the impact of the automobile to architecture
and the creation of nationwide chains; be they restaurants, gas stations or hotels. These
chains branded themselves in a consistent manner to alert passing motorists to a known
commodity along the open road. These chains offered the comforts of familiarity and
frequently their signage spoke as loud if not louder than their architecture. For the
purpose of this study I will be focusing on two works by Jackle and Sculle: Motoring:
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The Highway Experience in America and Signs in America’s Auto Age.7 The latter
speaks directly to the role of signs in establishing a connection with a place and sets signs
apart from buildings by stating that they are experienced at their own scale, as separate
items apart from that which they advertise. Jackle and Sculle look at a variety of signs,
from free standing to those attached to buildings.
This broad-spectrum contrasts well with Catherine Gudis’ work which focuses in
on signage specifically scaled to the motorist. Her work, Buyways speaks to the rise of
the billboard and the need for size and color in signage proportionate to the speed of the
viewing motorist.8 This exploration of signage and how the general populace perceives it
will resurface within the case study literature reviews.

Sense of Place
It is important next to look at the existing literature discussing the concept of a
Sense of Place. The idea has been widely discussed and general discourse tends to fall
into one of two camps: sense of place is generally either an instantaneous emotional
reaction to a place brought on by the elements of that place or it is an emotional reaction
to a place brought on by experience with that place over time. J.B. Jackson falls into the
latter category, that sense of place is a feeling or perception about a place held by people
and developed over time.9 This feeling develops as a result of the passage of time and
familiarity with a place and is not directly connected with the individual components that
populate the space. Jackson is a key figure for this study not only for his writings on
Sense of Place but also for his defense of the American highway as a landscape. In his
work Other Directed Houses, he sets forth both sides of the argument over the
proliferation of signs along the roads.10 Calling them both ugly and beautiful, he defends
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the right of roadside architecture and its affiliated signage to exist within the American
landscape.
Jackson’s work on the American highway is examined by Timothy Davis in his
essay Looking Down the Road.11 While not specifically a work focused on sense of
place, this exploration of the defense of roadside architecture does speak to the
attachment people feel with this architecture and how “odology” (Jackson’s term for the
study of roads) has become a respectable subfield within the study of landscapes and how
the popularity of highway studies and roadside architecture would contradict Jackson’s
views on how landscapes should develop.
In contrast to Jackson’s familiarity over time concept of sense of place, Christian
Norberg-Schulz argues in Architecture: Presence, Language and Place that people relate
to their environment and the places and objects within them to create a sense of place.12
He further argues that the loss of a component can affect this sense of belonging and
result in a loss of place. Norberg-Schulz also differs from Jackson in that he has very
little appreciation for Modern architecture and the one reference to signage found is a
photo of roadside signs entitled “Visual chaos”.13
Yi-Fu Tuan looks at place in another way, his book Space and Place explores the
relationship between man and his environment through a humanist approach.14 His belief
is that architecture and place elicit emotions in people on a primal level; fear, feelings of
security, etc. This more spontaneous reaction to place is more in keeping with my
interpretation of sense of place.

Case Study #1: Route 66
Central to this case study is the 2002 New Mexico Route 66 Neon Sign
Restoration Project.15 Understanding the project report necessitated a review of the Route
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66 Special Resource Survey completed for the US Congress as a result of Public Law
102-400, the Route 66 Study Act of 1990.16 By looking at the Public Law and the
resulting report show that the signs along historic Route 66 are considered of importance
in maintaining the character of the road.
While the legislation gives insight into the federal government’s interest in Route
66, it is important to also look at the general literature written about Route 66 and its
place in popular culture and American history. One of the most comprehensive books is
Peter B. Dedek’s Hip to the Trip, which seeks to explore the cultural meaning of Route
66 and how it is represented today.17 By looking at the imagery most widely associated
with Route 66, we can see the unique emphasis on signage and understand the role it
plays in the continued popularity of the road.
Similarly, Michael Wallis’ book Route 66: The Mother Road shows the cultural
importance of the road from the viewpoint of the modern tourist.18 This book illustrates
the economic importance of historic signs to Route 66 by calling them out as “must see”
locations for anyone making the journey. Mike Wallis has a clear appreciation for
historic signs and the book also includes many wonderful photographs and historic
postcards illustrating the changes to the road over time.
Dedek and Wallis look at Route 66 as a whole, encompassing all elements from
signs to architecture to the very fabric of the highway itself. While both discuss signs, it
is left up to Lisa Mahar in her book American Signs to discuss the physical nature of the
historic signs and why they look the way they do.19 Mahar’s work focuses on the motel
signs built along the route between 1938 and the 1970s. She focuses on the motels
because they relied on their signs to bring in customers and were generally family owned
businesses. These two factors led to motel signs being some of the most creative and
intriguing along the highway. By looking at the design of these signs we can learn about
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the people who designed and built them and the economic environment surrounding the
time they were installed. This book helps tie this case study back to the history of sign
making and the importance of signs in creating a sense of place.

Case Study #2: Times Square
The redevelopment of Times Square in the 1990s is my second case study as it
was during this period when one of the areas most closely associated with signage almost
lost its lights. Neon signage had become associated with seedy neighborhoods and Times
Square was a true red light district. In his book, Reconstructing Times Square, Alexander
Reichl examines the role of politics and culture in urban development.20 The threat to
Times Square from the Redevelopment plan is also covered in Tama Starr and Edward
Hayman’s book Signs and Wonders discussed above. In Chapter 9, Tama Starr recounts
the story of the night the lights were turned off in sequence to send a message to the city
to think about what was being threatened.
Darcy Tell’s Times Square Spectacular is both a visual record of the illuminated
signage in Times Square and a history of how the Great White Way came to exist. A
love story to the sign spectaculars, this book clearly illustrates why the use of electricity
in signage embodies the enthusiasm of a young nation and why the crossroads of
America is being preserved without preserving the original materiality of the signs.

What Bedek and Wallis do for putting Route 66 in context, Daniel Makagon does
for Times Square. His book, Where the Ball Drops, does not attempt to tell the entire
story of Times Square but rather focuses on how people make meaning of Times
Square.21
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Case Study #3: Las Vegas
Las Vegas, there’s no way to avoid it in a discussion of signage and place. Not
that I would want to. Las Vegas is lights and flash and sign spectaculars. Sheila Swan
and Peter Laufer have put together a photo album entitled Neon Nevada that illustrates
the design elements of these neon signs in situ.22
But what happens when the signs come down? In Las Vegas, if they’re lucky, the
signs find a new home at the Neon Museum and Boneyard. Judy Natal has put together a
photo journey through the Boneyard that speaks to the artistic integrity that the signs
maintain even after they come down. Her book, Neon Boneyard uses color images to
zoom in on the details of the signs and speaks to the craftsmanship and the Neon
Museum’s commitment to keeping these signs alive.23
And of course, no discussion on signage in Las Vegas would be possible without
looking at Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown’s seminal work Learning from Las
Vegas.24 By analyzing the neon lit urban sprawl, Venturi and Brown explored how
successful large-scale signage could be in the context of the Nevada desert. And the idea
that signage could outperform architecture.

Conclusion
In putting together this thesis, I found myself sourcing information from
newspaper and magazine articles and sign aficionado websites. Existing literature on
signage provides a wealth of images of signs in the form of art books. There are also
some very good resources that examine the structure of signage and discuss how to
evaluate the composition of signs. All of this information is very beneficial because it
underlines the broad appeal of illuminated signage and the recognition of signs as a
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contributing element in the American landscape.

The rest of the story, i.e. the

relationship between signage and sense of place, is far more elusive.
Books written about the history of Route 66, Times Square, and Las Vegas
provide anecdotal information about signs. These resources provide insight into the
context of the signs and the relationship to the community at large. The archives of local
newspapers like the New York Times and the Las Vegas Review-Journal offer
contemporary commentary on signs that had a significant impact within the community.
Back issues of trade journals like Signs of the Times magazine offer insight into the
evolution of signage technology as well as a record of style trends and significant sign
installations across the country. Signs of the Times magazine has been in publication
since 1906 and many articles have been reproduced on the website for the American Sign
Museum in Cincinnati, Ohio. Their website as well as the website for the Neon Museum
in Las Vegas, Nevada, provide very useful general information about signs but more
importantly, they provide contact information for individuals who themselves can
provide a wealth of knowledge. The Internet is also home to websites set up by sign
aficionados who are happy to share their information and images about historic signs.
Many of these individuals are members of the Society for Commercial Archaeology, an
organization devoted to the study and preservation of American roadside architecture.
The SCA has been active since 1977 and their journals provide a lot of valuable discourse
on preservation of historic signage.
This thesis has relied on a great many resources to gather information about the
context of historic signage in three iconic locations. Information about the histories of
the areas, the mechanics of the signs and contemporary commentary are all relevant
factors in evaluating the preservation approaches that were used. Preservationists need to
use all available resources to evaluate the context of historic signs in their local
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communities. Preservationists, however, need to take the next step in their research; they
need to explore the relationship of the sign to the individual. In communities all across
America, historic signs contribute to the sense of place. They do this in many different
ways for many different people. It is imperative that preservationists interact with the
local community in an attempt to understand the local relevance of the sign in order to
properly evaluate the most effective method for preserving both the sign and the sense of
place.
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Appendix C:
Zoning Resolution – The City of New York

Article VIII – Special Purpose Districts
Chapter 1: Special Midtown District
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(4/10/02)
81-732
Special Times Square signage requirements
The provisions of this Section shall apply to all
#developments# and #enlargements# on #zoning lots# between
43rd and 50th Streets with #street# frontage on Seventh
Avenue and/or Broadway in the Theater Subdistrict.
No building permit shall be issued by the Department of
Buildings for any portion or all of a #development# or
#enlargement# on a #zoning lot# between 43rd and 50th
Streets with #street# frontage on Seventh Avenue and/or
Broadway without prior submission of drawings showing that
the #sign# requirements related to #surface area#, location
and number of #signs# set forth in paragraphs(a), (b) and
(c) of this Section have been met and that electrical power
is provided in amounts and locations sufficient to
illuminate all such required #signs# to the illumination
levels specified herein. Such drawings shall include, at a
scale of 1/16 inch equals one foot, a plan, elevations of
#narrow streets# and Seventh Avenue and/or Broadway and
cross-sections showing setbacks on Seventh Avenue, Broadway
and #narrow streets#. These drawings shall show, for all
the #signs# required under this Section, their number and
for each, its #surface area# and location and shall list
each requirement and the actual dimensions or areas
achieved in the design.
Temporary certificates of occupancy for #floor area# of the
#development# or #enlargement# comprising in aggregate more
than 50 percent of the total #floor area# of the
#development# or #enlargement# shall not be issued by the
Department of Buildings until 50 percent of the aggregate
#surface area# of #signs# required under paragraph (a)(3)
of this Section has been installed and put in operation in
accordance with all of the requirements and standards as
set forth in paragraphs (a)(3) and(a)(7) of this Section.
Temporary certificates of occupancy for #floor area# of the
#development# or #enlargement# comprising in aggregate more
than 90 percent of the total #floor area# of the
#development# or #enlargement# shall not be issued by the
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Department of Buildings until 90 percent of the aggregate
#surface area# of #signs# required under paragraphs (a)(3)
of this Section has been installed and put in operation in
accordance with all of the requirements and standards as
set forth in paragraphs (a)(3) and (a)(7) of this Section.
Neither temporary certificates of occupancy for #floor
area# of the #development# or #enlargement# comprising in
aggregate 100 percent of the total #floor area# of the
#development# or #enlargement# nor a first permanent
certificate
of
occupancy
for
the
#development#
or
#enlargement# shall be issued by the Department of
Buildings until all of the #signs# required under this
Section have been installed and put in operation in
accordance with all of the requirements and standards as
set forth in paragraphs (a)(3) and (a)(7) of this Section.
Notwithstanding the foregoing requirements relating to the
granting of certificates of occupancy, the City Planning
Commission may, prior to January 1, 2003, certify to the
Commissioner of Buildings that compelling circumstances
warrant the waiver of any or all such provisions. In
granting any such waiver, the Commission shall establish a
completion schedule, not to exceed one year from the date
of such certification, for the installation and operation
of all requisite #signs# in accordance with all of the
requirements and standards as set forth in paragraphs
(a)(3) and (a)(7) of this Section. The Commission, as it
deems
appropriate,
shall
also
require
security
for
performance under the schedule and may prescribe other
conditions to address the delay in installation and
operation of requisite #signs#.
(a)
All new #developments# located on #zoning lots#
between 43rd and 50th Streets with #street# frontage on
Seventh Avenue and/or Broadway shall provide #signs#
meeting all of the following requirements:
(1)
At least one #illuminated sign# shall be
provided for each ground floor establishment with
a #street# frontage on Seventh Avenue, Broadway
or a #narrow street# for the full length of the
#zoning lot# frontage or the first 100 feet from
Seventh Avenue or Broadway, whichever is less.
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With the exception of theater #signs#, each
required #illuminated sign# shall be located
directly behind the clear, untinted, transparent
material with which the #street wall# is required
to be glazed under Section 81-731 (Special
regulations for signs, transparency, banners and
canopies). There shall be no obstructions between
the #sign# and the glazing material.
(2)
In addition, #illuminated signs# shall be
provided with a minimum aggregate #surface area#
of 12 square feet for each linear foot of
#street# frontage of the #zoning lot# on Seventh
Avenue,
Broadway
and
intersecting
#narrow
streets# up to the first 40 linear feet of
#street# frontage from either Seventh Avenue or
Broadway.
No portion of any #illuminated sign# required
under this paragraph, (a)(2), shall be located:
(i)

further than 40 feet from the Broadway or
Seventh Avenue #street line#;

(ii)

below a height of 10 feet above #curb
level# or above the top of the #street
wall# of the #building# before setback as
defined in Section 81-75 (Special Street
Wall and Setback Requirements).

There shall be a minimum of one #sign# with a
#surface area# of not less than 100 square feet
for each 25 linear feet, or part thereof, of
#zoning lot street# frontage on Seventh Avenue or
Broadway.
(3)
In addition, #illuminated signs# shall be
provided with a minimum aggregate #surface area#
of 50 square feet for each linear foot of
#street# frontage of the #zoning lot# on Seventh
Avenue,
Broadway
and
intersecting
#narrow
streets# up to the first 40 linear feet of
#street# frontage from either Broadway or Seventh
Avenue, except that for any one #zoning lot#, the
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required minimum aggregate #surface area# shall
not exceed 12,000 square feet.
No portion of any #illuminated sign# required
under this paragraph, (a)(3), shall be located:
(i)

further than 40 feet from the Seventh
Avenue or Broadway #street line# except
that, for a #zoning lot# with #street#
frontage on Seventh Avenue, Broadway and at
least one #narrow street#, the areas of
required #signs# specified in paragraph
(a)(3)(ii) below may be located without
distance limit from the Seventh Avenue or
Broadway #street line#;

(ii)

below a height of 10 feet or above a height
of 120 feet above #curb level#, except that
for a #zoning lot# with #street# frontage
on
Seventh
Avenue,
Broadway
and
47th
Street, a minimum of 25 percent of the
minimum aggregate #surface area# required
under this Section or 7,500 square feet,
whichever
is
greater,
shall
comprise
#signs# no portion of which shall exceed
250 feet in height above #curb level#, and
each of which shall face the intersection
of the center lines of 45th Street and
Broadway and shall have its #surface area#
measured by projecting its edges onto a
plane perpendicular to a line drawn between
the center of the #sign# and the above
intersection at ground level and measuring
the resultant #surface area# on that plane;
and, for other #zoning lots# with #street#
frontage on Seventh Avenue, Broadway and a
#narrow street# a maximum of 25 percent of
the
minimum
aggregate
#surface
area#
required under this Section may comprise
#signs#
located
without
height
limit
provided that each such #sign# faces the
intersection of the center lines of 45th
Street and Broadway and its #surface area#
is measured by projecting its edges onto a
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plane perpendicular to a line drawn between
the center of the #sign# and the above
intersection at ground level and measuring
the resultant #surface area# on that plane.
Where a #zoning lot# is located at the
intersection of Seventh Avenue or Broadway
and one or more #narrow streets#, at least
60
percent
of
the
minimum
aggregate
#surface area# of signage required under
this paragraph, (a)(3), shall be located
within 50 feet of the #narrow streets#.
Where a #zoning lot# is located at two such
intersections, at least 15 percent of the
minimum aggregate #surface area# required
under this subsection shall be within 50
feet of each #narrow street#. Where a
#zoning lot# is located at three or more
such intersections, at least 7 percent of
the
minimum
aggregate
#surface
area#
required under this Section shall be within
50 feet of a #narrow street# at each
intersection of that #narrow street# and
Seventh Avenue or Broadway.
There
shall
be
a
minimum
of
one
#illuminated sign# with a #surface area# of
not less than 1,000 square feet for each 50
linear feet, or part thereof, of #street#
frontage on Seventh Avenue or Broadway,
except that for any one #zoning lot# no
more than five #signs# shall be required.
With the exception of #signs# defined in
paragraph (a)(3)(ii) of this Section as
facing the intersection of the centerlines
of 45th Street and Broadway, at least 75
percent of the #surface area# of #signs#
required under this paragraph, (a)(3),
shall be placed at an angle in plan view of
not more than 45 degrees to the Seventh
Avenue or Broadway #street line#.
#Signs#

required
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under

this

paragraph,

(a)(3),
shall,
when
installed
on
the
#building# and set in operation, meet at a
minimum
the
requirements
set
out
in
paragraphs (a)(3)(iii), (iv) and (v) of
this Section. The illumination standards
contained therein for each #sign# shall be
measured with an apparatus (to be known as
a Light Unit Times Square or "LUTS" meter)
comprising an illuminance meter attached to
a 35 millimeter single lens reflex camera
body and fitted with a lens of appropriate
focal
length
in
accordance
with
the
diagrams herein (see Illustrations of Sign
Brightness
Measurement
System
LUTS
Meter). The lens shall be set at F-stop 11.
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SIGN BRIGHTNESS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
(LUTS Meter)
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The LUTS Meter shall be calibrated against
a reference standard (See Illustrations of
Sign Brightness Measurement System - LUTS
Meter).
Alternative measuring equipment
may be employed provided such equipment
provides identical measurement against the
reference standard described herein.
In measuring the brightness of the whole of
a #sign# under the provisions of paragraphs
(a)(3)(iii) and (iv) of this Section, the
illumination level of the #sign# shall be
determined by pointing the LUTS Meter at
the #sign# so that the entire #sign#
completely fills the viewing frame of the
meter. If, because of the shape of the
#sign#, the entire #sign# cannot be viewed
within the viewing frame, readings may be
taken of discrete portions of the #sign#
separately, provided, however, that no more
of the #sign# than is absolutely necessary
to measure the entire #sign#, may be
included in more than one such reading.
Readings of portions of a #sign# shall be
averaged to obtain the average illumination
level of the entire #sign#.
In measuring the brightness of a portion of
a #sign# required to meet the incident
illumination
standards
specified
in
paragraphs (a)(3)(iii) and (iv) of this
Section, the illumination level of that
portion of the #sign# shall be determined
by pointing the LUTS Meter at that portion
so that the entire portion completely fills
the viewing frame of the meter. If, because
of the shape or configuration of that
portion of the #sign#, the entire portion
cannot be viewed within the viewing frame,
readings may be taken of discrete sections
of
that
portion
separately,
provided,
however, that no more of the portion than
is absolutely necessary to measure the
entire portion, may be included in more
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than one
of that
averaged
level of

such reading. Readings of sections
portion of the #sign# shall be
to obtain the average illumination
the entire portion.

If the illumination of a required #sign# or
portion thereof is measured prior to its
installation
on
the
#building#,
all
measurements shall be taken in an interior
environment with an ambient air temperature
of between 65 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit and
no ambient light. For all readings, the
LUTS meter shall be located so that its
relationship to the #sign# or portion
thereof is identical to that described
below for taking measurements when the same
#sign# or portion thereof is installed on
the #building#.
If the illumination of a required #sign# or
portion thereof is measured after its
installation
on
the
#building#,
all
measurements shall be taken at night when
the ambient air temperature, at a height
above #street# level equal to that of the
center of the #sign#, is between 65 and 75
degrees
Fahrenheit.
To
measure
the
illumination level of a #sign# or portion
thereof,
an
imaginary
line
shall
be
established which is perpendicular in plan
view to the surface of the #sign# or
portion thereof and connects its center to
a point from which the #sign# or portion
thereof is actually visible and which is 5
feet above #street# level and 60 or more
feet away from the #sign#. The LUTS meter
shall be located along this line at the
furthest
distance
from
the
#sign#
or
portion thereof at which a reading may be
obtained by the method specified above.
The duration of one complete operating
cycle of any #sign# required under this
paragraph, (a)(3), which is animated, in
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whole or
minutes.

in

part,

shall

not

exceed

5

During any one complete operating cycle of
any such #sign#, the aggregate time for
which such #sign# is unlit shall not exceed
10 percent of the operating cycle and in no
case shall exceed 15 seconds. In addition,
no single continuous time period during
which such a #sign# is unlit shall exceed 3
seconds. During any one complete operating
cycle of any such #sign#, the brightness
levels
specified
below
in
paragraphs
(a)(3)(iii) and (iv) shall be attained for
an aggregate time of not less than 20
percent of the operating cycle and in no
case shall be less than l0 seconds. In
addition, the #surface area# of any #sign#
required
to
be
continuously
animated,
either in whole or in part and either
electrically or mechanically, shall exhibit
visual changes clearly discernable by an
observer at #street# level at intervals not
exceeding 30 seconds.
(iii)

A minimum of 25 percent of the required
minimum aggregate #surface area# of #signs#
required under this paragraph, (a)(3),
shall comprise #signs# each of which shall
attain for a minimum of 25 percent of its
#surface area# at least 1.5 LUTS incident
illumination measured as specified in this
paragraph, (a)(c), by means of electric
lamps, such as neon tubes, incandescent
lamps or cathode ray tubes, which are
exposed directly to view. All of the
remainder of each such #sign# shall attain
at least 0.2 LUTS incident illumination
measured as specified by means of electric
lamps exposed directly to view and/or
luminous surfaces comprising translucent
material lit from behind by electric lamps.
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In addition, each of the #signs# required
to meet the standards of this paragraph,
(a)(3)(iii), shall have either: a minimum
of 20 percent of its #surface area#
continuously electrically animated either
by means of flashing borders, writing,
pictorial representations, emblems or other
figures of similar character or by means of
#flashing sign surface area# serving as a
field or background thereto; or, a minimum
of 50 percent of its #surface area#
continuously mechanically animated.
(iv)

In addition, a minimum of 25 percent of the
required minimum aggregate #surface area#
of #signs# required under this paragraph,
(a)(3), shall comprise #signs# each of
which shall attain for all of its #surface
area#
at
least
0.4
LUTS
incident
illumination measured as specified by means
of luminous surfaces comprising translucent
material lit from behind by electric lamps.
Alternatively, but also in addition to
paragraph (a)(3)(iii), a minimum of 25
percent of the required minimum aggregate
#surface area# of #signs# required under
this paragraph, (a)(3), shall achieve the
same incident illumination levels for the
same amounts of #surface area# as specified
in paragraph (a)(3)(iii).
In addition, each of the #signs# required
to meet the standards of this paragraph,
(a)(3)(iv) shall have either: a minimum of
20
percent
of
its
#surface
area#
continuously electrically animated either
by means of flashing borders, writing,
pictorial representations, emblems or other
figures of similar character or by means of
#flashing sign surface area# serving as a
field or background thereto; or, a minimum
of 50 percent of its #surface area#
continuously mechanically animated.
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(v)

The provisions of paragraphs (a)(3)(iii)
and (iv) may be modified or waived upon
certification by the Chairperson of the
City Planning Commission that the dynamic
character and attractiveness of the #sign#
or #signs# for which the modification or
waiver is granted are assured by the
proposed design and operation and that the
signage on the #development# as a whole
will produce an effect at least equal to
that achieved through the application of
paragraphs (a)(3)(iii) and (iv).
Except for an individual #sign# meeting the
illumination
requirements
of
paragraphs
(a)(3)(iii) and (iv) for at least 50
percent of its #surface area#, for all of
the #signs# required under this paragraph,
(a)(3), all #surface area# not complying
with paragraphs (a)(3)(iii) and (iv) shall
be lighted with an average level of
illuminance across the entirety of that
#surface area# of 75 foot candles and with
an average to minimum illuminance ratio of
not greater than 3.0 to 1.0.

(4)
One illuminated marquee and one additional
#illuminated# projecting identification #sign#
are required for each theater on a #zoning lot#.
A group of motion picture theaters under single
ownership and operation shall be treated as one
theater for the purposes of this requirement.
Each required marquee shall have a minimum area
in plan of 500 square feet and each projecting
identification
#sign#
shall
have
a
minimum
#surface area# of 200 square feet. Marquees and
identification #signs# may count towards meeting
the minimum aggregate #surface area# requirements
of paragraph (a)(2) or (a)(3), provided that they
comply with the locational requirements therein.
(5)
#Signs# which do not meet the locational
requirements of paragraph (a)(2) or (a)(3) are
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permitted, but shall not count towards meeting
minimum aggregate #surface area# requirements.
(6)
Required minimum aggregate #surface areas#
of #signs# for #zoning lots# with #street#
frontage on both Seventh Avenue and Broadway
shall be calculated by including both those
#street#
frontages
and
any
#narrow
street#
frontages up to the first 40 linear feet of
#street# frontage from either Seventh Avenue or
Broadway.
(7)
All required #illuminated signs# shall at a
minimum remain lit from dusk until 1:00 a.m.
daily.
All of the #surface area# of #signs# required
under paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) shall be
visible from a height of five feet above #street#
level at any point 60 feet from the Seventh
Avenue or Broadway #street line# of the #zoning
lot# on which they are required to be provided.
At least 50 percent of the minimum aggregate
#surface
area#
of
#signs#
required
under
paragraph (a)(3) shall comprise #signs# each of
which shall be legible during daylight hours from
a minimum distance of 60 feet when viewed from
ground level at a point perpendicular in plan to
the center of the #sign#.
(b)
For
#enlargements#
which
add
#floor
area#
amounting to a #floor area ratio# of at least 1.0, the
#sign# requirements of this Section shall apply as
follows:
1) If the #enlargement# involves an increase in
#floor area#, minimum aggregate #surface areas#
of required #signs# shall be determined in the
same manner as for new #developments# on the
basis of the length of the #zoning lot's#
frontage as set forth in paragraphs(a)(2), (a)(3)
and (a)(6).
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2) All other requirements for #signs# required for
#enlargements# shall be as provided for new
#developments# in paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2),
(a)(3), (a)(4), (a)(5) and (a)(7).
3) The provisions of paragraphs (a)(1) or (2) may be
modified or waived upon certification by the
Chairperson of the City Planning Commission that
such
modification
or
waiver
results
from
compelling necessity.
(c)
#Zoning lots# between 43rd and 50th Streets with
#street# frontage on Seventh Avenue and/or Broadway
comprising
#developments#
or
#enlargements#
and
existing
#buildings#
to
remain
shall
meet
the
requirements of paragraph (a) of this Section for
#developments# or paragraph (b) for #enlargements# on
the basis of the configuration and #street# frontages
of the entire #zoning lot#.
There shall be no reduction in the aggregate #surface
area# of #signs# on any existing #buildings# to
remain. A #nonconforming sign# may be structurally
altered, reconstructed or replaced in the same
location and position, provided that such structural
alteration, reconstruction or replacement does not
result in the creation of a new #non-conformity# or an
increase in the degree of #non-conformity# of such
#sign#.
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